
Andscott Drive/BCSC Update

From: John Voigt (jpvoigt@brownsburg.k12.in.us)

To: joshua.lents@yahoo.com

Date: Wednesday, March 3, 2021, 11:41 AM EST

Good morning, Josh.

 

With the survey stakes that went up earlier this week I want to provide a quick update.

 

On the windscreen, once the snow piles against the fence had melted down, the screen was installed. As part of the
buffer planting (update below), the fence will be relocated to accommodate the plantings. Once the relocation work is
completed, the windscreen will be reinstalled and maintained at least until the plantings mature. I’m considering this item
closed out.

 

On the lighting shrouds, the electrical contractor is expecting the permanent shroud materials to arrive by the end of next
week (3/12/21) and will then install the shrouds over the following two weeks; this work should be 100% complete no
later than April 2 at the latest.

 

Finally, on the buffer, I reviewed the staking yesterday and believe there are still several adjustments to be made but, in
general, the stakes are “correct”. I’ve clipped the landscape plan below and here are a few explanatory notes:

 

The survey stakes are color-coded – green for the center points of trees/shrubs, yellow for the
centerline of the relocated fence, and orange marking walking path edges (FYI, the relocated walk
will match the current walk width, but the stakes are offset 3’ back from the pavement edge to
allow the walk to be installed).

 

The trees are primarily evergreens of three different types, but the landscape architect has added
a few non-evergreens to fill in the gaps between the tops of the evergreens and allow the buffer to
fill in without blocking the walk down low. There are also a few shrubs along the walk to help in
blocking sightlines and headlights in the area of the walk itself.

 

In the diagram below, the green-shaded circles representing the trees are drawn at approximately
75% of the mature size of the trees. This means what will be planted will not necessarily be this
large, but also means we can project how much coverage we will obtain from the trees and ensure
we’re not planting trees too close to one another. Any existing trees are marked on the drawing
but are not represented to scale. The new fence alignment is marked in yellow, and the new walk
alignment is shaded in grey.

 

The exact schedule for this work is still in process but we expect the sidewalk to be taken back out
of service over Spring Recess (March 22 through April 2) to allow the walk and fence to be



relocated. The intention is to have the walk back open for the resumption of school on April 5. The
plantings will be installed in April and May as other plantings and lawn are being installed on the
project.

 

 

 

 

As always, if you have any questions, please let me know.
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